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Observations and Areas for Investigation

Graduate College (NGC/OGC)

1. Investigate upgrading lights on path from NGC to parking lot. Lighting upgrade completion within 6 months.


Graduate Annexes

3. Investigate installation of lights on east side of Alexander Road between College Road and Dickinson Street (currently no lights). Traffic study needed. Changes require municipal approval. Projected 2017 completion.


5. Investigate upgrading crosswalks on University Place at Dickinson Street and Edwards Place to similar systems along Washington and Alexander Roads. Traffic study needed. Changes require municipal approval. Projected 2017 completion.

Alexander Street


7. Curb cuts for crosswalk are installed near Skillman Furniture, but no crosswalk markings on street. Completed.

8. Investigate upgrading lighting on pathway from Faculty Road to Lawrence Road. Requires coordination with PSE&G and confirmation of funding.

9. Reduce overgrowth in wooded area along pathway from Faculty Road to Lawrence Road. Spring/summer 2016 completion.

10. Investigate paving unpaved path at intersection of Alexander Road and Lawrence Road. Violates ADA slope requirement.

Lawrence Apartments

11. Investigate installation of sidewalk on Lawrence Road after entrance from Springdale Golf Club. Pedestrian access to Building 1 is via street. Under review by the Office of the University Architect.

12. Prune trees surrounding stop sign at Lawrence Road and Building 1 parking area. Spring/summer 2016 completion.

Lakeside Apartments

Lakeside items within the complex were forwarded to ACC’s Lakeside management staff to be addressed.

13. Investigate lowering shrubs on the circle at Faculty Road and Elm Drive to improve visibility of oncoming traffic. Not recommended by University Traffic Consultant.

14. Crosswalk across Elm Drive to north of Faculty Road/Elm Drive traffic circle does not allow for reasonable reaction time by drivers approaching Elm Drive. Traffic study underway. Changes require municipal approval.

15. Investigate installation of pedestrian crossings at all crosswalks on Faculty Road. Traffic study underway. Changes require municipal approval.

16. Prune trees and shrubs on path through woods between Faculty Road and South Drive. Spring/summer 2016 completion.

17. Install lighting on pathway, specifically at bridge, between 151 Taylor Court and Faculty Road. Completed.